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Analysis of the safety of operating and maintaining the Stored Waste Autonomous Mobile
Inspector (SWAMI) II in a hazardous environment at the Fernald Environmental Management
Project (FEMP) was completed.
The SWAMI II is a version of a commercial robot, the
HelpMate TM robot produced by the Transitions Research Corporation, which is being updated to
incorporate the systems required for inspecting mixed toxic chemical and radioactive waste
drums at the FEMP.
It also has modified obstacle detection and collision avoidance
subsystems. The robot will autonomously travel down the aisles in storage warehouses to record
images of containers and collect other data which are transmitted to an inspector at a remote
computer terminal.
A previous study showed the SWAMI II has economic feasibility. The
SWAMI II will more accurately locate radioactive contamination than human inspectors. This
thesis includes a System Safety Hazard Analysis and a quantitative Fault Tree Analysis (FTA).
The objectives of the analyses are to prevent potentially serious events and to derive a
comprehensive set of safety requirements from which the safety of the SWAMI II and other
autonomous mobile robots can be evaluated.
The Computer-Aided Fault Tree Analysis
(CAFTA ©) software is utilized for the FTA. The FTA shows that more than 99% of the safety
risk occurs during maintenance, and that when the derived safety requirements are implemented
the rate of serious events is reduced to below one event per million operating hours. Training
and procedures in SWAMI II operation and maintenance provide an added safety margin. This
study will promote the sate use of the SWAMI II and other autonomous mobile robots in the
emerging technology of mobile robotic inspection.
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INTRODUCTION

There are over 240,000 cubic meters of mixed toxic chemical and low level radioactive
waste accumulated at several major Department of Energy (DOE) sites, including the Fernald
Environmental Management Project (F ,EMP) in Fernald, Ohio. Anticipated decommissioning
of these facilities is expected to generate 900,000 cubic meters of mixed low level waste,
requiting additional storage, cl) Weekly inspections of these containers are required by both the
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) c_ and the Ohio EPA under the Ohio Administrative Code. °) The purpose
of the inspections is to verify inventories and to prevent waste containers from leaking by
identifying drums that have degraded. The containers at all DOE waste storage facilities are
currently being inspected manually. There are plans to test an autonomous mobile robot at the
FEMP to complete this function in order to remove workers from this potentially hazardous task.
It is anticipated that this emerging mobile robotic inspection technology will be expanded to
other hazardous materials inspection applications after the successful implementation of the
Stored Waste Autonomous Mobile Inspector (SWAMI) at the FEMP.
Objective
The purpose of this study is two-fold:
1.

To identify potential safety hazards of operating and maintaining the SWAMI II and give
recommendations in order to reduce the rate of death/serious injury to below one event
per million operating hours.

2.

To derive a set of safety requirements applicable
maintenance of the SWAMI II and other autonomous

to the design, operation, and
mobile robots from which their

safety risk can be evaluated.

This study addresses the robotic inspection of 55-gallon drums in two storage facilites
at the FEMP. These facilites are Building 79-A, also known as the Plant 6 Warehouse, which
currently stores 1,719 drums and Tension Support (TS) structure TS-5, which now holds 5,418
drums, but can hold up to 12,000 55-gallon drums, c4)The research also addresses the safety of
routine maintenance of the robot including battery recharging.
SYSTEM DEFINITION
Introduction
The system is defined in order to specifically limit the scope of the analysis. The
SWAMI system is defined as the robot itself, the facilities in which it will be operated and

"
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maintained, nearby facilities, the immediate environment, and workers in the facilities.
SWAMI and the facilities will be explained further below.

The

Autonomous Mobile Robo_
The SWAMI II is funded by the DOE through the Office of Environmental Restoration
and Waste Management (ER/WM).
The ER/WM is responsible for the clean-up and proper
disposal of contaminated waste, buildings, process equipment and land at most DOE ¢ite_: The
SWAMI II robot is being developed and integrated at the Savannah River Technology Center
(SRTC) where the robot's design is coordinated to assist in Mixed Waste Operations.
The
SRTC development includes the fabrication and test of a first prototype, SWAMI I, before the
second field demonstration system, SWAMI II, is built for the FEMP.
Both robots are
commercially available units which will be updated with additional video, radiation sensing, and
bar code scanning equipment for operations at the FEMP.
The SWAMI II's design and
specification will benefit from lessons learned from the SWAMI I testing. Pattern recognition
software will later be added to SWAMI II to allow the robot to evaluate container images it
collects on its own. rather than requiring an inspector to evaluate the images. Even so, SWAMI
II will reduce the radiation dose currently received by inspectors and prevent potential
radioactive and chemical contamination of inspectors, t_ Performing the inspections with the
SWAMI II has been shown to be economically feasible. _6_This analysis will be addressing the
SWAMI II as it is currently configured.
Waste Storage Faci!itics
The FEMP is a government-owned, contractor-operated
facility that refined, smelted and
machined high quality uranium metal for the DOE for over 30 years. Production stopped in
1989 and now the sole mission is environmental remediation and waste management. The 136acre former production area is situated on 1050 acres of land about 18 miles northwest of
Cincinnati, Ohio. Since December 1992 it has been managed by the Fernald Environmental
Restoration Management Corporation (FERMCO),
a new corporation founded by several
teaming partners led by Fluor Daniel.
In 1989 the site was placed on the National Priorities List (NPL) by the U. S. EPA
because it is situated over a large aquifer supplying drinking water to several communities and
because of the large amount of radioactive and chemical waste stored on the site. Compared to
other DOE sites the radiation levels at the FEMP are low, although the total amount of
radioactively contaminated material is high. In addition to being the first DOE site to undergo
complete shutdown and environmental restoration, the FEMP will be a test site for technologies
that will later be used for even larger cleanups at other DOE sites.
Because the FEMP is listed as a contaminated site on the NPL, the FEMP must follow
the remediation steps outlined in the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act (CERCLA) c_ while also adhering to RCRA regulations that cover the
generation, storage, and disposal of hazardous wastes. The drums to be in'?ected are mixed
toxic chemical and radioactive wastes. The waste is classified as RCRA waste due to corrosivity
and has been radioactively contaminated during the production process. 1_

-
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ANALYSIS

METHODOLOGY

4

I_ntroduction
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard on robotics safety, °)
ANSI/RIA R15.06, addresses several requirements for risk assessment of robotics systems.
Although this standard explicitly excludes mobile robots from its scope, it is prudent to follow
its requirements which are judged applicable to mobile robots. ANSI/RIA R15.06 borrow_l
requirements for risk assessment from the draft International Organization for Standardization
(ISO), ISO/DP 10218. C'_ This risk assessment should consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The
The
The
The
The
The

size, speed, and capacity of the robot.
application and process.
anticipated tasks required for continuous operation.
hazards associated with each task.
anticipated failure modes.
probability of occurrence and severity of injuries.

The analysis of the SWAMI operation and maintenance system uses two system safety
analysis techniques: System Safety Hazard Analysis (SSHA) and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA).
These two types of analysis are described in the sections that follow.
System Safety Hazard Analy_sis
The purpose of a SSHA is to identify all the major hazards and sources of energy
presented by a system. The analysis concentrates on energy sources which could produce the
most severe undesired events in both normal and abnormal conditions. The hazards are ranked
according to their risk, and the hazards with the highest risk are then selected for further study
using other, more detailed analysis techniques. Risk is defined on page 4. For this study, the
hazard with the highest risk is a person being killed or seriously injured by the SWAMI. The
circumstances and failures which could lead to this event are further analyzed in the Fault Tree
Analysis.
The SSHA is organized in a tabular format with colulnn headings of Hazard, Cause,
Effects, and Corrective Action.
As each potential hazard is identified, so are the hazard's
causes, its worst credible effects on the system, and what corrective actions could be taken to
eliminate or control the hazard in order to prevent the effects from occurring. The SSHA results
are discussed starting on page 9.
Fault Tree Analysis
Fault Tree Analysis _FTA) uses deductive reasoning and a top-dov,,n approach to logically
describe how a selected Top Event could occur. The Top Event selected in this study is
"Serious injury or death during SWAMI Operation or Maintenance". All the ways that a human
could be seriously injured or killed by the SWAMI are hypothesized, including mechanical and

software failures, unforeseen circumstances, normal and abnormal operating and maintenance
conditions, and human error. The FTA is' different from other types of system safety analyses,
such as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA), since it analyzes the effects of what are
perceived to be normal design and operating conditions in addition to failures, and also because
it studies combinations of failures, not just single failures. These events, or combinations of
events, which lead to the Top Event are termed Cut Sets.
An FTA can be performed qualitatively or quantitatively.
A qualitative FTA does not
assign frequency rates to events, whereas a quantitative FTA does. This analysis--a_.a
quantitative FTA. Frequency rates are assigned to each failure event and circumstance in the
FTA. The rate of the Top Event occurring is calculated by summing the rates of all the Cut
Sets. The failure and event rates for this analysis are estimated using the best available data for
hardware and software failures, human error, and estimates of other conditions. Estimates of
failure and event rates are assigned according to the hazard frequency definitions described in
Hazard Frequency on page 5.
The FTA is performed by the Personal Computer-based software program called
CAFTA © (Computer Aided Fault Tree Analysis), Version 2.1, developed by Science
Applications International Corporation. The fault tree logic and event rates are entered into the
program and CAFTA ©calculates the frequency rates of the Cut Sets which will result in the Top
Event and of the Top Event itself. The SWAMI II FTA is summarized beginning on page 15.
For more information on the FTA methodology the reader is referred to the Fault Tree
Handbook, NUREG-0492. ¢i_
RISK DEFINITION
Introduction
Safety risk is defined as a combination of hazard severity and hazard frequency. Hazard
severity is determined by the worst case, credible potential accident which could result from an
identified hazard.
Hazard frequency is determined through actual historical data of similar
systems, industry experience, or engineering judgement.
The hazard severity and hazard
frequency categories are defined with descriptive terms. These categories are described below.
H_d

Seyerit_

The following terms are used to describe hazard severity based on the worst credible
effect the hazard may have on the system.
I. Catastrophic-

May cause death, system loss, or irreparable environmental

damage.

II. Critical- May cause serious injury, or occupational illness, major system damage, or serious
environmental damage.
III. Marginal- May cause minor injury, or occupational illness, minor system damage, or minor
environmental damage.
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IV. Negligible- Causes less than minor injury or occupational
or minor environmental damage.

illness, minor system damage,

Hazard Frequency
The frequencies of failures and basic events are assigned from known failure rates of
hardware and software, and estimates of other events, such as human error and other
circumstances.
Failure rates of some components were obtained from Transitions R_
Corporation's
(TRC) historical records of failures.
Other failure rates for mechanical
components and human error rates were taken from WASH-1400 °2_ and MIL-HDBK-217F,
Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment. C_3)Failure rates for mechanical components taken
from WASH-1400 used the upper bound failure rate listed for industrial experience.
When
failure rates were unknown, they were estimated using engineering judgement according to the
frequency categories tbund in proposed DOE-STD-3005,
Evaluation Guidelines for Accident
Analysis and Safe_ Structures, Systems, and Components. _L4_
The following frequency categories
are used in this analysis. Hours are defined as SWAMI II fleet operating hours of the system
in all locations.
A. Anticipated - Events tbr which estimation techniques indicate a frequency of occurrence
greater than or equal to 0.01 events per hour. These events are expected to occur in the system
since they may be thought of as "one event occurring at least every i00 hours of operation."
B. Unlikely - Events for which estimation techniques indicate a frequency of occurrence less
than I E-02 events per hour and greater than or equal to IE-04 events per hour. These events
are unlikely to occur in the lifetime of the system since one event would be expected to occur
every 100 - 10,000 hours of operation.
C. Extremely unlikely - Events tot
occurrence less than I E-04 events/hour
events are considered to be extremely
event would be expected every 10,000

which estimation techniques indicate a frequency of
and greater than or equal to I E-06 events/hour.
These
unlikely and are borderline incredible events since one
- 1,000,000 operating hours.

D. Incredible - Events for which estimation techniques indicate a frequency of occurrence less
than I E-06 events/hour.
These events are not considered credible, and their consequences are
not routinely required to be calculated.
Ris___kk
One of the purposes of this analysis is to prevent death and serious inju_ during SWAMI
operation and maintenance.
The "Fop Event in the Fault Tree Analysis is "Serious injury or
death during SWAMI Operation or Maintenance".
Per the hazard severity definitions on page
4, death is a Catastrophic hazard and serious injury is a Critical hazard. Therefore, hazards
with effects in the severity categories of Catastrophic and Critical are considered unacceptable
for this analysis. But. some of these hazards are not a concern since their estimated rates of

1
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occurrence are extremely low. Theretbre, only Catastrophic or Critical hazards with frequencies
of Anticipated, Unlikely, or Extremely Unlikely were judged to be of an unacceptable nature for
this analysis. These six categories of risk are marked with an "X" in TABLE I below.

TABLE I Risk Categories
Frequency
Severity

--_

Anticipated
X :> 1E-02

Unlikely
1E-02 > X _ 1E-04

Extremely
Unlikely
1E-04 > X :> 1E-06

Catastrophic

X

X

X

Critical

X

X

X

Incredible
X < 1E--06

Marginal
Neeligible

The six marked risk categories define unacceptable
X = frequency rate, events per operating hour

safety risks.

SWAMI DESCRIPTION
Introduction
The base of the SWAMI is a HelpMate TM autonomous mobile robot designed and
produced by TRC. Subsystems have been added and modified on the HelpMate" in order for
the SWAMI to meet its functional requirements at the FEIVlP. It is planned that the SWAMI
will also have additional capabilities, such as backward movement and sensors facing the rear,
that the HelpMate TM does not.
Physical Characteristics,

Size, and Movement

The SWAMI's size permits it to tit down the aisles at the two FEMP warehouses
considered in this study. It is planned that the SWAMI will be used during the night shift so
it won't be disturbed by people or equipment in the warehouses during the day. The robot is
driven by a fixed axle with two parallel wheels centrally located on its base. Four idle casters
are situated on its corners for stability.
The robot can be turned by counter-rotating the two drive wheels. An advantage of this
differential drive steering is that the turning radius of the SWAMI is zero, CtS_therefore the
SWAMI can adequately turn the corners of the storage warehouses.
A performance
disadvantage of these turning mechanics is that the SWAMI cannot instantaneously change
direction since it can't move parallel to its fixed axle. This actually is a safety advantage
because it will allow nearby personnel more insight into its movement.
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Paths for the robot are specified through AutoCAD-generated
files that specify points
through which the robot stops or passes." The path points form line segments that the robot
follows. Two other types of lines can be put in the AutoCAD file to define the robot's
movement. One line defines areas that the robot should never enter, such as walls of a building.
The other line discourages travel across it except in collision avoidance situations. The SWAMI
will travel at 1 in/see, which will allow it to survey about 2400 feet of aisleway in an 8-hour
shift.
The robot can operate for 8 hours without its battery needing recharging.
_o
storage warehouses will have battery recharging equipment. It has adequate torque in its drive
wheels to go up the inclined ramps over the curbs in the warehouses. The SWAMI will operate
in the climate of the warehouses, from -100 to 105 ° F. and in humidity from 0-100%.
The main navigation package used by TRC relies on dead reckoning. With this method,
the robot's heading and distance traveled is measured by the rotations of its drive wheels.
Wheel slip and uneven floors can cause this estimation to become inaccurate over long distanc,e,s.
SWAMI uses a NavTech range finder to update its position. More details on this subsystem are
on page 8.
Building 79-A has a dry type fire sprinkler system which does not have water throughout
the piping system. This type of system reduces the potential for water to leak onto the floor or
onto the SWAMI. TS-5 does not have a fire sprinkler system.
Inspection Capability.
The SWAMI will be thorough in its inspection of the containers and in its radiation
survey of the aisles. It will identify drums from their bar code labels, record their locations,
and then collect their images using Charge Coupled Device cameras and strobe lighting. Strobes
are used to save on power by only flashing the lights intermittently.
The bar code labels must
be within 40 ° of the facing aisle and anywhere on the middle third of the drum. The SWAMI
will generate a report of drum locations to verify the presence and location of the waste
inventory, to meet RCRA requirements.
The robot will have sensors on board to allow it to
identify deformities in the drums.
SWAMI will present the images it has captured to an
inspector at a remote base computer station.
The vision system can detect rust spots of _A-inch diameter or larger. It will also detect
vertical streaks larger than IA-inch wide and six inches long. The structured lighting system can
find dents greater than one inch deep, 1.5 inches wide, and two inches long. The sensors,
lights, and cameras will be mounted on vertical masts in order to position them at the correct
centerline height of the drums.
The SWAMI has a gas proportional ionization detection system tot radiation surveys of
alpha and beta/gamma radiation in the aisles. The system can identify contamination within its
path of greater than 500 counts per minute.
Location Determination

and Obstacle Avoidance

A principal concern of the SWAMI is its ability to identify its location, detect obstacles
and avoid collisions with people, drums, and other objects. Four separate sensor systems further

explained below are responsible for detecting impending collisions:
ultrasonic range finders,
laser scanners, tactile sensors, and a bumper. Ultrasonics are also used for position verification,
as is a NavTech range finder optical system.
Experience with the HelpMate TM robot shows that its obstacle avoidance systems have
been successfully demonstrated in the busy corridors of hospitals. The SWAMI has functionally
redundant systems to detect obstacles, and navigation software to allow it to modify its path in
order to avoid fixed and moving obstacles in its preplanned path and then return to its original
path. The maximum deviation from its original path can be programmed into the path planning
software, ctr_
Ultrasonic Range Finder - The ultrasonic range finder is used for both position
verification and obstacle detection. For position verification, the SWAMI uses ultrasonic sensors
to locate fixed features in the area it's traveling.
These sensors update the robot's internal
position to keep it accurate.
Doorways and ends of halls can be used tbr this purpose. The
sensors fire individually to decrease crosstalk, that is, the transmitted pulse from one sensor
cannot be received by another sensor to cause an erroneous measurement. C3__ The SWAMI
tracks its position with an accuracy of one inch.
The SWAMI has two sensor packages positioned close to the floor on its left and right
edges for collision avoidance. -Each sensor package has tour ultrasonic detectors that sweep 90 °
from straight ahead to straight sideways. These sensors are used to center the SWAMI in the
middle of the aisle. The sensor packages include photodetectors that return a signal upon
locating a strip of reflective tape. These pieces of tape are placed around the facility and used
to update the SWAMI's internal position estimate as a second means of position verification.
Several ultrasonic sensors on the robot detect the presence and range of objects in its path
or beside it. These sensors have a range of 17 inches to 30 feet and emit at several frequencies
since some soft materials absorb sound at some of the emitted frequencies. The pulse rate can
be high enough to approximate continuous sensing.
Ultrasonic sensing has one advantage over optical sensing ira that it can be made
reasonably fail-safe. Since there is a measurable delay in time between the transmitted pulse and
the first allowable return pulse, the transmitted pulse can be "heard" to determine proper
transmitter operation. This is impractical to accomplish with optics.
Laser Scanners - The laser scanner is one of the backup systems used for obstacle
avoidance that ultrasonics may miss. The system consists of a low power laser and a camera
system. This Class 2 laser operates at 670 nm (0.67 /zm) in the visible range at 1.0 mW
maximum power.
Laser (optic) sensing uses the reflective characterisitics of objects for
detection. If an obstacle appears, the laser light will reflect back to the camera and appear as
light on the image plane.
NavTech Range Finder - A third position verification system available on the robot is a
NavTech range finder located in the half dome-shaped object on top of the SWAMI. It is an
optical system that scans the area around the robot for passive beacons placed in fixed, known
locations. The beacons are made of one-inch wide strips of reflective tape spaced around the
facility so that multiple beacons can be differe_ltiated. _

Tactile Sensor_ - Tactile sensors are mounted on the robot such that overhangs and other
objects which may have been missed by'the previous two obstacle detection systems can be
discovered. If tripped by these sensors, the robot stops immediately and goes into an obstacle
avoidance routine whereby it uses the location of the tripped tactile sensor strip to determine the
correct direction to travel to avoid the obstacle.
Front Bumper/Break Beam - In the event of the failure of the previous three obstacle
detection systems, the robot has a front bumper with a photoelectric pair which notifies the unit
if the light beam between the emitter and detector is broken. It will then back up and try to find
a better path.
Emergency Stop Bt!tton.s - Two large mushroom-type emergency stop buttons on the top
of the unit can be accessed by personnel in the unlikely case of failures of the other detection
systems.
Comm.unications
The SWAMI will be able to communicate with the base computer through radio
frequency (RF) or through a wireless Ethernet system to transmit its location and path. (iS)

SYSTEM SAFETY HAZARD

ANALYSIS RESULTS

Introduction
The System Safety Hazard Analysis (SSHA) is divided into hazards occurring during
operation and hazards occurring during maintenance. The results of the SSHA are presented in
the discussion below.
Operation
Ultrasonic Collision Avoidance System Hazards
Error in ultrasonic range determination - Although the use of ultrasonics in obstacle
detection and avoidance has been proven in some applications, Ctg_this method does have some
weaknesses.
Ultrasonic sensing is a technique implemented by emitting a burst of ultrasonic
energy forward from the vehicle and measuring the time from emission to reception of the
reflected signal. Since sound travels at about 1000 feet per second and the distances sensed are
typically under 20 feet, the pulse rate can be high enough to approximate continuous sensing.
The large angle over which sound energy propagates from the transducer face can result
in multiple reflection paths. This source of error can be overcome with multiple sensors, t_
Beam divergence can also be a problem to the extent that the ultrasound may not be able
to see a seven toot high door because the beam has diverged to that size. Random electrical and
ultrasonic noise can also lead to errors. _e°_

-
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The size and shape of the target, the acoustic absorption of the target, and the distance
from the vehicle all affect signal strength: Thin objects can be missed by ultrasonics because
of their small cross sections. A flat object at an acute angle to the path may never be seen. A
thermal shear, such as that caused by an air curtain or an air conditioning vent, can appear as
solid as a facility wall when viewed by ultrasonics, c2n There can be a severe problem with
specular reflection, c2_ Piezoelectric transducers used in the ultrasonic system are sensitive to the
orientation and nature of the target, and there are some problems measuring distances less than
8 inches, c_
The large propagation angle tends to blur edges and comers. Many objects have surfaces
that are smooth compared to the long acoustic wavelength (about 0.24 in) causing the transmitted
sound to be specularly reflected, and so the nearest object may not cause the first echo. ¢_
These shortcomings of the ultrasonic system can cause the SWAMI to miss obstacles in
its path at a significant event rote. For this reason, ultrasonics should not be thought of as one
subsystem in a redundant collision avoidance system, but more as a complementary system along
with the laser system.
Object mater.al absorbs transmitted ultrasound signal - Tile acoustic absorption of the
target can affect the ability of the ultrasonic system to sense objects. Softer materials are able
to absorb the transmitted pulse and a reflected signal will not be measured, at_
Ultrasonic range determination is longer than actual due to cold ambient temperature Because ultrasound uses the speed of sound in air to determine the distance to objects, it is
susceptible to temperature dependence. As the temperature of air decreases, its density increases
and the speed of sound decreases. The speed of sound in air is inversely proportional to the
density of air as shown in equation (1):
v = (_/p) z'2
where v
p

(1)

= velocity of sound in air
= Bulk Modulus (elasticity) of air
= air density

The range algorithm in the ultrasound subsystem software is typically calibrated for use
at a normal indoor air temperature of about 71 ° F. The safety concern is that the object is
sensed farther away than it actually is, resulting in a collision with the object. This would occur
when the actual temperature is colder than the calibrated (room) temperature. The SWAMI may
be operating in temperatures as cold as -10 ° F according to the System Specification tS)since one
of the storage warehouses is exposed to outside temperatures.
The speed of sound in air, v, is approximately "t:s_
v@ 71 ° F = l130feet/second
v@-10°
F = 1040 feet/second

-
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If an object were actually 20 feet away, the reflection time at - 10° F would be calculated
from equation (2):
"
t =
where t

=

20 ft +

1040 ft/sec

= 0.01923

sec

reflection time (see)

But, since the range algorithm is calibrated for room temperature,
would calculate the distance from equation (3):
d = 1130 ft/sec x 0.01923 sec = 21.7 ft
where d

=

(2)

say 71° F, SWAMI

(3)

distance (feet)

This shows there could be a distance calculation error of up to 1.7 feet due to the
ultrasonic system's use of a constant speed of sound instead of the actual speed at different
temperatures. To make the ultrasonic range calculation more accurate, it is recommended that
an ambient temperature sensor be included on the SWAMI, and a correction factor be added to
the range algorithm to correct for the speed of sound due to changes in the temperature.
Ultrasonics sense object that isn't there - A thermal shear, such as is caused by an air
curtain or an air conditioning vent, can appear as solid as a facility wall when viewed by
ultrasonics, m_ After further consideration, it is not actually a safety hazard to sense objects that
are not there, but it would have an effect on object detection performance and efficiency.
Noise
the reflected
moving over
more difficult

blurs ultrasonic signals - Ambient noise in the upper acoustic spectrum can blur
signal, c't_ Noise induced by vehicle vibration, possibly caused by the SWAMI
rough floor surthces, can also generate false signals. This effect would make it
Ibr the SWAMI to perrbrm its obstacle avoidance mission.

Ultrasonic system components fail causing loss of obstacle detection - Failure of the
Central Processing Unit (CPU), also called the host computer, the ultrasonic emitter and
receiver, subsystem wiring or connections, and obscured lenses could all contribute to failure
of the SWAMI to sense an obstacle with the ultrasonic system.
Ultrasonic sys'_ems have one advantage over optical systems. Since there is a measurable
time delay between the transmitted pulse and the first allowable return pulse, the transmitted
pulse can be "heard" in order to determine correct transmitter operation.
This feature should
be included in the SWAMI's self-di-',.gnostic capability.
Failures of electrical circuits, including the computer, account tbr the largest number of
robot malfunctions. '_-6_Analysis of the CPU identified the following failure modes: These are:
•
•

Inherent failures of relays and boards.
Electromagnetic interference from other nearby electrical components could cause
signal errors.

I

-
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Static electricity, especially in dry environments, can cause false signals.
Wiring failures.
"
Cable connection failures in electrically controlled robots provide for a significant
class of failures, a7_ Signal integrity should be checked with the self-diagnostic
system.
Condensation leading to short circuits can be caused by rapidly moving the
SWAMI from a hot to a cold environment.
Procedures should prohibit such
movement.
-......
The robot could become contaminated radiologically, chemically, or with water,
leading to failure of some of the electrical systems. Water could contact the
SWAMI from a leaking roof, leaking drums, or activation of the fire sprinkler
system.
CPU failure could be caused by software lockup.
Since the SWAMI may be operating in ambient temperatures as high as 105" F,
overheating of the CPU may be a concern.
Corrosion of components could be caused by dissimilar metals.

La_.._ser
Collision Avoidance System Hazards
With the laser system, an optical beam of light from a strobe bulb is emitted forward of
the vehicle. Objects in the path of the vehicle reflect a portion of the light to create the
detection signal.
The laser system does not have as many conceptual weaknesses as the
ultrasonic system, but some of its components have higher failure rates.
Highly reflective surface blinds laser system - The laser system uses the reflective
characteristics of objects t'or detection and is therefore sensitive to highly reflective surfaces,
ambient illumination, and smoke. Some optical units can be momentarily blinded by sudden
exposure to strong sunlight. Most will be activated bv highly reflective surfaces further than the
normal activation range. Some colors and textures of clothin,,_ ,,viii not be reliably detected by
optical systems. _:_ Also. this system works well on straight aisles, but loses reliability on
curves. Highly reflective surfaces should be painted with nonreflective paint.
Personnel exposure to laser energy - Personnel exposed to laser energy could be injured.
The power and wavelength of the laser used in AMRs should be determined and verified as safe
for personnel. The SWAMI uses a Class 2 continuou,: wave laser which operates at 670 nm in
the visible spectrum and at 1.0 mW maximum power, _ehich is safe for personnel. A Class 2
laser is in a low risk category, but as a precaution a label must be put on the SWAMI and signs
posted in the facilities to caution personnel not to stare at the beam. '2_
Components fail causin,, lack of obstacle detection - In addition to the strobe lizht source,
the laser system includes emitter and receiver 0oards. emitter and receiver diodes, and a lens
on both the emitter and receiver as a focusing device. The component with the highest failure
rate is the strobe bulb, which has two reported failures in about 170,000 hours of HelpMate"
operation. _:9_

-
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Host computer fails causing loss of laser ob.stacle detection - These failures are common
to the host computer failures for the ultrasonic system listed on pages l 1 - 12.
Tactile system hazards
The tactile sensor system uses individually wired strips of tape switch which are enabled
upon contact.
Contact strio tails open causing loss o.f obstacle detection - Contact strips are eaay to
damage. They are normally open and close when they're actuated. Although it is possible to
monitor the control circuit associated with the strips, it is not possible to monitor the contact
strip itself and this is the item which is most susceptible to damage.
Therefore, the selfdiagnostic circuit cannot detect if the strip is in good condition or if it has become contaminated.
The tape switch does have a low threshold to detect contact -- less than one pound.
CPU fails, causing loss of tactile System obstacle detection - The CPU failures listed on
pages 11 - 12 also apply to the tactile system.
Bumper Syst.em Hazards
Excessively high threshold for activation - The bumper relies on an activation force of
10 - 15 pounds. _9_ The bumper should be activated in no more than 8 lb of force applied
parallel to the tqoor, t21'3°_ An excessively high force needed to stop the robot may result in
serious personnel injury.
Inadequate bumper travel - At its maximum speed, if the time it takes to stop the SWAMI
is too long measured from the instant a person contacts the bumper until the robot stops, the
bumper may exceed its spring travel and seriously injure the person. Bumper travel should be
sufficient to a!low the SWAMI time to react without exceeding the bumper spring travel.
Photoelectric pair fails - Photoelectrics are susceptible to erratic behavior and unwelcome
sensitivity to uncontrolled variables such as reflectance, ambient illumination, and smoke, _
Emergency stop hazards
Reliance on relays, CPI,.I, or logic tbr emergency stop - If the emergency stop system
design requires any intermediate logic or electrical controls, an emergency stop may not be
completed since these intermediate components may have already lailed.
Emergency stop components fail - The robot will not stop upon command if the buttons,
wiring or connectors fail.
Human unable to reach emerge..ncy stop buttons - Location of the buttons only on the
front of the SWAMI during backwards movement or panic caused by the emergency may not

-
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allow a person to activate the buttons successfully.
4

",

_Other Operational Hazards
Drive system.stop actuation fails - If the electromechanical braking system used to stop
the SWAMI drive system fails, a person may be seriously injured.
High center of gravity - If the center of gravity (c.g.) of the SWAMI is too high up from
the floor, the robot may tip over from acceleration, deceleration, or travel up and down ramps.
Ramps over the warehouse curbs are typically 1 on 12 (4.76°). The c.g. should be determined
and the potential for tipping over should be verified.
Slippery_ floors - If the SWAMi were to slide on a slippery floor or ramp during
operation, it may result in a person being seriously injured.
Floors or ramps may become
slippery, from leaking containers, leaking roofs, or activation of the fire sprinkler system.
SWAMI knocks over obje_cts- If the SWAMI were to contact an object, like a stack of
drums, and knock them over then a nearby person could be seriously injured. The torque
developed by the SWAMI drive system should be determined and it should be verified that the
robot cannot knock heavy objects over.
SWAMI RF energy inadvertently operates other equipment - Radiofrequency (RF)energy
used in the SWAMI communication system could inadvertently activate other equipment, such
as overhead doors or bridge cranes, and cause serious personnel injury. The potential for
inadvertent activation should be determined and verified as safe.
SWAMI becomes contaminated

- If the SWAMI were to come in contact with some of

the waste stored in the warehouses during the inspection, either due to leaking containers or
from the SWAMI knocking over a container, the resulting chemical and/or radiological
contamination of the robot would require some type of decontamination.
Decontamination
typically involves washing the contaminated equipment with some type of solution. Washing
the SWAMI with a liquid solution could result in damage to some of its equipment, especially
electrical modules or software. Provisions should be made to decontaminate the SWAMI with
methods which would not damage sensitive components on the robot.
Maintenance
It has been reported that a large proportion of accidents involving robots occur during
non-standard operations, such as during repairs and maintenance, t3_ Although maintenance work
will only account tot a small percentage of the SWAMI's hazard exposure time, personnel safety
during these times should not be discounted.
In fact, workers ,,,,'illbe in the closest proximity
to the SWAMI during maintenance, so there will be much more exposure to SWAMI hazards
during these times than during operational times.

-
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Persot]n¢l contact with.high voltage- If a worker were to be exposed to high voltage
(over 50 volts) during maintenance operations they may receive an electrical shock which could
lead to serious injury or death. The proposed design calls for complete bonding and grounding
of the electrical systems on the SWAMI. There are circuits carrying 500 volts across the strobe
bulbs, the strobes have a 10,000 volt trigger, and the radiation detection system uses high
voltage so there is potential for electrocution.
The strobes have large capacitors which store
voltage after power is removed from the robot. These electrical hazards assume that the worker
can access these circuits and that there are no guards, barriers, or interlocks to prevent contact
with them.
The design must adhere to the National Electrical Code (NEC) _32_
standards for grounding
and bonding (NEC Article 250), overcurrent protection (NEC Article 240), guarding, barriers,
interlocks, and labeling. Capacitors should bleed down to below 50 volts within five minutes
after power is removed from the SWAMI (NEC Article 460). Maintenance procedures must
demand that circuits and capacitors be grounded before maintenance is begun. A lockoutJtagout
program should be in place to protect workers from inadvertently turning on power to the robot
during maintenance.
_ort circuit during maintenance causes fire - A short circuit during main:enance could
lead to a fire on or near the SWAMI to which m sintenance workers could be exposed. This
hazard can be controlled by following the NEC, °'_ and by proper storage of combustibles and
flammable liquids in the maintenance area.
R_harzing operation results in fire - Battery recharging can result in hydrogen gas
production. Fire will result if there is an explosive atmosphere of hydrogen (4% - 75%) and
an ignition source is present.
This hazard can be controlled by providing sufficient area
ventilation to preclude an explosive hydrogen atmosphere and by prohibiting ignition sources
within 50 feet of the recharging operation.
_Manual.lifting of battery - The battery in the SWAMI's base weighs about 250 pounds.
The battery will need to be removed for recharging and for some maintenance operations.
Mechanical lifting devices should be provided for objects weighing over 56 pounds which riced
to be lifted over 1.5 feet. _33_
FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

RESULTS

Introduction
The top event of "Serious injury/death during SWAMI Operation or Maintenance" was
selected as the event to analyze further using Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) since this event was the
result of several of the hazards identified in the SSHA. The frequency of the top event was
calculated to be 5.53 events per 1000 operating hours by the FTA. The analysis was completed
without taking credit for safeguards which may currently be in the system tbr preventing the
identified hazards since complete design information was not available. ,.ksan example, it was
reported that the battery was on wheels to allow it to be removed from the SWAMI chassis.
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But, no other details on the requirements or procedures for battery movement or recharging were
available so it was assumed that no other mechanical material handling equipment was available,
but that it may be required.
Actions needed to reduce these potential hazards to an acceptable level involve
implementing safe design, operation, and maintenance requirements.
As corrective actions are
implemented to preclude each cut set from occurring, the rate of the top event will deerea_.
For example, providing all necessary lifting devices for the battery during maintenance and
recharging would reduce the rate of the top event from 5.53E-03 events per hour down to 0.53
events per hour, a risk reduction of 90%. These requirements are listed starting on page 20.
Cut Sets
Cut sets with frequencies less than 1E-06 per hour are considered incr*.dible per TABLE
I - Risk Categories on page 6 and are acceptable without corrective action. There are 8 cut sets
with event rates greater than I E-gt" per hour. These cut sets and their frequencies are listed in
TABLE II below. Since these cut sets occur at an unacceptable frequency per TABLE I, the
hazards comprising the events in these 8 cut sets should be eliminated or controlled to an
acceptable level.
The FTA shows that when the top 8 cut sets are prevented from occurring through the
implementation of the requirements starting on page 20, the rate of the top event _ill be reduced
from 5.53E-03 events/hour down to less than IE-06 events/hour -- a decrease of over 99%.
The FTA also proves that the rate of death/serious injury events due to the SWAMI
contacting personnel (as opposed to objects) is clearly at an "Incredible" frequency (1.39E-15
eventslhr) per TABLE I on page 6. The FTA predicts the SWAMI collision avoidance system
to fail at the rate of 3.21E-09 events/hr largely due to the redundant collision avoidance systems.
In fact, the risk of death/serious injury during operations from any causes is "Extremely
Unlikely" (2.01 E-06 events/hr). The FTA also shows that more than 99% of the safety risk
occurs during maintenance. The top two cut sets tbr SWAMI operation are movement of nearby
equipment (overhead doors and cranes) due to activation by the SWAMI RF signal.

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
lntroduct, i0,,,n
There are four basic categories of safety requirements
•
•
•

System Specification
Robot Specification
Procedures

•

Training

pertinent to AMRs:
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TABLE II Cut Sets
..............

i

Cut

Basic

Set
#

Event
#

1

B25

Htu

,,

,,,,,

.........

,,, , ,

,,

,i,

,

i,

i,,,,,,

,:

,,

i

Basic
Basic Event Description
II

iiiii

I

iiig

i

i

Cut Set
Frequency

1.00E-02

5.00E-03

I

Event
Frequency
I

Battery needs to be removed for
maintenance

iliUm

ii i

I1

Jill

i

ill

il

Battery manually handlexl/injury

li

II

I

Im

...........

5.00E-01

occurs
I

2

B1
ml,

i

B6A
,,,, ,,,,

i

3
,

,,

4

I

II

Short circuit in electrical system
causes fire

1.00E-05

,

i

,,,,.,

, ,

,

i,,

,

,, ,,

.

Overheated
fire

, ,,,,i

CPU/electrical

,,

part causes

,.,

,,

! .,,, ,,

,

....

5.00E-06

SWAMI RF signal moves overhead
door

1.00E-05

,, ,,,

,,,

Person in area of equipment
movement

,,

,,

B52

Person in area of equipment
movement

1.00E-01

,,..,

j

8

B22

Person in recharging area

B23

Combustible hydrogen atmosphere
during recharging

,

1.00E-06

,,

1.00E-06

,,,

Ignition source present
..,

,,

,,

B21

,,,.,

ii

,,,.

1.00E-05

,

,

1.00E-01

SWAMI RF signal moves crane
,,,

,,,

,,

B50

_

.,

1.00E-05

5.00E-01

.

l

1.00E-05

Exposure to high voltage circuitry
during maintenance

i

.......

1.00E-05

B6A

,,

,i

.......

1.00E-05

,

I

5.b3E-04

.,.,

Ground connection fails

B52

I

,,

|,..,,,

,,m

,-

II

5.00E-01

,

,

i

B2

B51

7

IIII

Exposure to high voltage circuitry
during maintenace

,.,.

,

6

III

1.00E-03

,,,,,,.

5

lira

i.m

iJ

B27

iiii

SWAMI not grounded - human error

,! ,,

B28

,r

i

,

1.00E-01

,,

,

,,

1.00E-06
.

1.00E-01
1.00E-04

,,,,,,

Tlzese 8 Cut Sets define the unacceptable

SWAMI

hazards identified

in the b_A.

. ,

,
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These requirements are intended to prevent accidents from three principle conditions:
Non-standard situations, human errors, "and product failures.
Safety requirements for the
SWAMI axe derived from three sources tbr this analysis:
•
•
•

The Fault Tree Analysis
The System Safety Hazard Analysis
Applicable industry standards
,,

National consensus standards, such as the American Nation',l Standards Institute, the
National Fire Protection Association, the Occupational Safety and Health Act standards, and the
National Electrical Code are used to derive safety requirements for AMRs and the SWAMI.
Other guidance is taken from international standards listed in Safe_ in the Use of Industrial
Robots. (_) The requirements from these sources which are applicable to the SWAMI design,
operation, and maintenance are listed below.
ANSI/RIA

R15.06 Industrial Robots and Robot Systems-

Safety Requirements

Although ANSI/RIA R15.06 explicitly excludes mobile robots from its scope, there are
several safety recommendations in the standard which are applicable to the SWAMI and other
mobile robots, and it would be prudent to consider their implementation in these systems. The
paragraph number reference after each requirement below refers to an ANSI/RIA R15.06
paragraph. The applicable requirements are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Isolate sources of energy with lockout/tagout capability (para. 4.2.3).
Use shields, tilters, suppression and grounding to prevent hazardous motion due to
Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), Radio Frequency Interference, and Electrostatic
discharge (para. 4.2.5).
Design the emergency stop using hardware-based components which override all other
robot controls (para 4.5.1).
Provide for lifting the robot (para. 4.10).
Prevent mismating of connectors, using methods such as keying or labeling, which could
cause a hazard if mismated (para. 4.11). Check signal integrity with self-diagnostics.
Design so the loss of electrical power will not result in a hazard (para. 4.13).
Design and construct so single point failures will not create a hazard (para. 4.14) or
prevent the normal stopping action of the robot (para. 6.3.1.2).
Evaluate environmental
conditions to ensure robot compatibility with operating
conditions, like dust, corrosive conditions, humidity and temperature (para. 5.8).
Failure of a single component of presence-sensing devices shall not prevent the normal
stopping action of the robot (para. 6.3.2.1).
Use audible or visual warning signals to warn of the robot (para. 6.4.3).
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ANSI B56,5 Automate.d Gu.ided VehMes (AGV)
4

-,

Since the SWAMI is actually an Autonomous Mobile Robot (AMR) and not an AGV, this
standard is not directly applicable to the SWAMI. However, the standard does present several
safety recommendations which would eliminate or control hazards of SWAMI operation and
maintenance. Safety requirements applicable to the SWAMI and other AMRs from ANSI B56.5
which have not already been mentioned above are:
•

Keep floors dry and free of oil, grease, or other residue, and keep the floors well
maintained so they are not rough. Wet or slippery floors will affect turning and stopping
distances. The tractive force of the vehicle becomes unpredictable, and bumper range
and stopping distance are significantly greater than the vehicle design values. Rough
floors will also cause excessive vibration and induce failures.

•

Bumpers must directly control motive power interrupts and must not require software or
hardware logic or signal conditioning (such as amplifiers or inverters) for operation.
Bumper activation signals may be monitored by processing circuitry for diagnostics. The
bumper stop circuit must activate at a maximum force of 8 lb parallel to the floor.
Loss of guidance or path detection must render the vehicle motionless.
Overspeed detection is required.
Microprocessors
must have a software lockup detection circuit.
Loss of the trigger
pulse, typically caused by computer hardware failures, must stop the vehicle.
Label battery changing and charging areas according Paragraph 5.3 of NFPA 505 to
prevent ignition of explosive vapors. _3_
Paint highly reflective surfaces with nonreflecting paint to prevent blinding of the laser
collision avoidance system.
Train operating personnel and entbrce operating rules.
Establish and monitor maintenance programs, including preventive maintenance.
Post warning signs at the facility to alert personnel of the robot's operation.
Identify all radiated emissions, either elctromagnetic
or optical energy, that could
adversely affect the vehicle's operation or other nearby operations.
Deviation of travel from the intended path by more than six inches when using internal
reference shall constitute an emergency stop condition.
Any loss of speed control shall cause an emergency stop.
The vehicle must be able to be stopped at rated speed, 3 mi/hr, between object sensing
and contact with the frame.
Provide low battery indication.
Activation of the emergency stop must require manual intervention to return the vehicle
to normal operating conditions.
The maximum grade for ramp operation must be labeled on the vehicle in letters at least
1.5 inches high.
The SWA_II must also have a "CAUTION - AUTOMATIC
VEHICLE" label. The facilities should have signs posted outside warning of the robot's
autonomous operation.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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International Labour Organization
,o

The following robot safety requirements are a compilation of international standards.
Robot safety requirements were researched for several countries, including France, the German
Democratic Republic, the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the former USSR, and the
United Kingdom. t34_The requirements from these sources applicable to the SWAMI and other
AMRs which have not been mentioned previously are listed below.
•
•
•
•

Fire protection, particularly of the control system, should include a chassis temperature
sensor and a thermal power cut-off.
The actuating circuit for any electrically operated stop should be independent of the
control program.
Check safeguarding subsystems before applying power to the robot.
Software programs providing specific safety interlocks should not be able to be violated,
preferably by being stored in read-only memory.

Fault Tree .Analysis
The safety requirements listed below will control the cut sets identified in the Fault Tree
Analysis from materializing and keep the potential of all identified hazards below a frequency
of one event per million hours.
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Provide a mechanical lifting device for moving the SWAMI battery during maintenance
and recharging.
Follow the National Electrical Code in electriczd design, bonding and grounding (Article
250), capacitor bleed down (Article 460), and overcurrent protection (Article 240) to help
control electrical hazards.
Include guards, barriers interlocks and warnin,, labels in the SWAMI design to prevent
personnel from accidently contacting high voltage during maintenance.
Implement grounding instructions for high voltage circuits and capacitors, and a
lockoutJtagout system in maintenance procedures.
Test the SWAMI at maximum operating conditions (105 ° F and 100% humidity) to
verify the CPU or electrical system won't overheat.
Prevent overheating with a
temperature sensor and power cutoff if overheating is possible.
Verify that SWAMI RF energy or EMI cannot operate nearby equipment.
Prohibit ignition sources within 50 feet of battery recharging operations and provide
ventilation in the recharging area to keep the potential hydrogen gas concentration below
25% of its Lower Explosive Limit.
Design and construct the host computer for maximum reliability since it is a common
mode failure for the tour collision avoidance systems.

System Safety Hazard Analysis
The System Safety Hazard Analysis has identified additional safety requirements unique

-
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to the SWAMI and other Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) which have not been formally
specified in the aforementioned
national' standards or in the Fault Tree Analysis.
These
requirements are:
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

For accurate range calculations by the ultrasonic range finder, install a temperature
sensor on the robot and provide a temperature correction factor in the range algorithm.
Include verification of the transmitted ultrasonic pulse in the diagnostics to determine
correct transmitter operation.
Provide self-diagnostic capability for the entire tactile collision avoidance system on the
SWAMI, including the tape switches. Design the tape switches to fail in the activated
position to prevent loss of tactile sensing in the event of tape switch failure.
Determine SWAMI's center of gravity and verify it cannot tip over, taking into
consideration up and down ramp operation, sharp turns, and the forces generated from
acceleration and emergency stops.
Provide automatic indication to the base computer and operator if the facility fire
extinguishing system activates to prevent SWAMI from getting contaminated with water.
Protect SWAMI from toxic chemical, radioactively contaminated, and corrosive air
environments with positive pressure ventilation and enclosures.
Implement procedures to prohibit rapid movement of the SWAMI from a hot to a cold
environment to prevent condensation and damage to safety-critical electrical and software
subsystems.
Include procedures for possible deactivation of the SWAMI in the event of severe
electrical storms, in case electrical interference prevents activation of safety systems.
Make provisions for decontaminating the SWAMI from both chemical and radiological
contamination using methods which would not damage its equipment or software.
Determine the drive torque in the SWAMI drive wheels and verify that this torque is
insufficient to push over a storage drum.
Label the robot and facilities cautioning personnel not to stare at the laser beam.
CONCLUSIONS

.-

The Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) identified 8 cut sets which could lead to the Top Event
of "Serious injur3' or death during SWAMI Operation or Maintenance" at an unacceptable
frequency (more frequent than one event per million operating hours). Actions to prevent these
events from occurring were identified and listed on page 20. If these actions are implemented
the rate of potential death/serious injury events will be reduced from 5.53E-03 events/hr down
to less than IE-06 events/hr, a risk reduction of over 99% and an acceptable risk per this
analysis..The
FTA shows that the risk of death/serious injury during SWAMI operation is
extremely, mlikely. Movement of nearby equipment due to SWAMI RF energy and overheating
of the CPU/electrical system are the only unacceptable operational safety risks. More than 99%
of tt-.e safety risk occurs during maintenance.
The System Safety Hazard Analysis identified other safety hazards specifically applicable
to the SWAMI and generally applicable to other AMRs. Safety requirements were derived to
eliminate or control these hazards. This analysis also identified hazards unique to the application
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of SWAMI in hazardous toxic chemical and radioactive environments.
Safety requirements
addressing these hazards are listed on pages 20 - 21.
No national standards exist which are directly applicable to the design, construction,
operation and maintenance of Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) like the SWAMI. ANSI/RIA
R15.06 does not apply to mobile robots, and ANSI B56.5 is intended for Autonomous Guided
Vehicles only. There are national standards which address specific system hazards, however,
such as the National Electrical Code, the National Fire Protection Association, and the
Occupational Safety & Health Act standards. It is important that these standards be implemented
in the SWAMI system design, operation and maintenance.
Standards from the International
Labour Organization also provide guidance on other AMR safety standards.
A set of safety
requirements were derived from these sources and are found on pages 18 - 20.
This analysis primarily addresses design safety of AMRs since safety through design is
the most effective method to ensure safety. However, training and procedures are also important
measures in increasing the safety of personnel.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Implement the safety recommendations derived from the Fault Tree Analysis to keep the
risk of death/serious injury from SWAMI operation and maintenance below one event per
million hours.
Verify that the safety requirements derived from the analyses and applicable industry
standards are complied with in order to protect personnel and prevent damage to the SWAMI
and other autonomous mobile robots.
Further research should be conducted addressing the effectiveness of ultrasonic collision
avoidance systems and vision systems tbr use in autonomous mobile robots.
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SWAMI

ID
#

IIAZARD

II SSHA

CAUSE

EFFECTS

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

l

Robot tips over

Robot is top-heavy,
operation on ramp,
acccl/decel forces

1. Major damage to robot
2. Damage to waste drums
3. Personnel injury

1. Locate robot's
center of
gravity to verify it
can't tip over in any
operational scenario
2. Label robot for
maximum ramp
operation

2

Person struck by
robot during

SWAMI collision avoidance system
fails and person in robot inspection

1. Personnel injury
2. Major robot damage

1. Post warnings
outside
robot inspection
area

inspection

area

3

Rol)ot strikes
objects
•

Failure of path program, ultrasound
sensors laser, tactile sensors
'

Damage to robot

Several redundant
obstacle avoidance
systems

4

Drum leakage
onto robot

Robot close to leaking drum
•

1. Robot contamination
2. Electrical system damage

Pre-inspection of aisles
to locate leaks

5

Loss of auto
speed control

Robot rolls doyen incline out of
control

1. Robot damage
2. Damage to nearby
objects/personnel

Include mechanical
devices to slowly stop
motion if control lost

2. Robot obstacle
avoidance systems

J

SWAMI II SSHA

D

ItAZARD

CAUSE

EFFECTS

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

6

Automatic facility
fire extinguishing
system activates

Actual or false extinguishing system
activation

Major robot damage

Fire ."latin system
interlock to base
computer

7

Failure of
obstacle

Electrical failure, software failure

Robot strikes objects or
personnel

1. Self diagnostics
during operation
2. Stop robot until
operator interx,enes

Dust in facility, inadequate integrity
of robot housing

Contamination of electrical
system or CPU

Adequate closure of
robot housing,
positive pressure
ventilation

avoidance system
8

Dust or other
contaminant gets
inside robot

9

Slippery floor

Leaking drums, pipes, roof

Diminished steering accuracy,
poor stopping accuracy,
collisions

Floor maintenance

10

Rough floor

Poor maintenance, degradation,
corrosion

Excessive vibration, induced
failures

Proper mainter, ance
and upkeep of floors

11

Software iockup

Microprocessor

Collision

Software lockup
detection circuit
(watchdog timer)

SW or HW failure

SWAMI II SSHA

ID
#
12

HAZARD

Explosive

CAUSE

EFFECTS

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

Battery charging

Explosion

Proper ventilation, no
ignition sources,
warning signs per
NFPA 505

hydrogen gas
accumulation
13

l.ascr optics
blinded

Sudden exposure to strong sunlight;
highly reflective surl:accs

False optical signals, loss of
optical collision avoidance

Priority software in
collision avoidance;
nonreflective paint

14

False ultrasonic
sensing signal

Target size and shape; ambient
noise; induced noise from vibration

Loss of ultrasonic collision
avoidance

Redundant collision
avoidance systems

15

Electrical shock

1. Personnel exposure to high
voltage
circuits during maintenance
2. Stored voltage in capacitors

Serious injury or death

1. NEC Stds for
grounding, bonding,
overcurrent protection
2. Bleed-off resistors
for capacitors
3. Training &
certification for maint
personnel

16

Corrosion of

Dissimilar metals; exposure to harsh

Material fatigue, electrical

Use compatible

parts

environments

failures

materials in assembly;
protect from corrosive
environments

SWAMI II SSHA

ID
#

I IAZARD

CAUSE

EFFECTS

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

17

Condensation
inside robot
housing

Moving from cold (outside winter
temperature) to hot environment
(inside building for maintenance)

Electrical failures, computer
disk failures

Procedures prohibiting
rapid changes in
environment

18

Loss of RF or
Ethernet

EMI ' lightning storm

Loss of SWAMI location by
operator

l.EMI-protected
circuits
2.Procedures during
storms

conlillunication
signal between
remote base and
onboard
computers
19

SWAMI CPU
overheats and
shuts down

Inadequate ventilation, operation at
i0() ° F

Lack of collision avoidance
systems, damage to robot,
person struck

Monitor CPU housing,
provide ventilation,
test
heat
at 100
° Foutput of CPU

20

Manual lifting of
heavy battery
(250 #)

Battery recharging or maintenance

Personnel injury, battery
dropped and damaged

Mechanical lifting
device for battery

21

SWAMI knocks
over drum(s)

Collision avoidance systems fail

Personnel injury, SWAMI
damage, contamination spread

Verify SWAMI cannot
knock over drums

SWAMI II SSHA
4
i

ID
#
"_
--

liAZARD

CAUSE

Range distance

Cold temperature decreases speed of

calculation
greater than
actual

sound

23

Tactile system
failu re

24

Bumper system
collision

EFFECTS

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

Collision with object or person

Temp
sensor
and in
temp
correction
factor
range algorithm

Tactile contact strips sensitive to
damage

Collision with object or person

Diagnostics
of circuit;
complete tactile
fail-actuated
tactile strips

Force threshold too high (> 8 #),
bumper travel too short

Collision with object or person

Provide adequate
bumper
for
reaction travel
time; use
small enough force
threshold

avoid,race failure

"5
-

Emergency stop
fails

Emergency stop relies on SW, logic,
relays

Contact with person or object

Emergency
not rely on stop
SW, tnust
logic,
or relays

26

Inadvertent
operation of

SWAMI RF or EMI energy

Personnel injury, equipment
damage

Test SWAMI RF and
EMI
activationsuch
of
other for
equipment

nearby equipment
by SWAMI

as overhead doors and
cranes

SWAMI II SSHA
ID
#
27

IIAZARD

CAUSE

EFFECTS

Illll_

,,

Laser energy
hazard to eyes of
personnel

Laser energy power

CORRECTIVE
ACTION

Severe personnel injury

I. Verify low power of
laser
2. Post signs in
facilities and label
SWAMI to warn
personnel not to stare
at beam per ANSI
Z136.1.

,,,

28

Personnel unable
to access
emergency stop
buttons

Two emergency stop buttons on
HelpMate _' robot intended for
forward robot motion only. SWAMI
will move backwards. If SWAMI is
moving backwards and personnel
behind SWAMI need to activate

Collision with personnel if all
collision avoidance systems
fail.

Provide additional
emergency stop
mechanisms which are
accessible from behind
the SWAMI.

Toxic chemical or radiological
contamination r_equiring
decontamination

Develop
decontamination
procedures that don't
damage SWAMI

emergency stop button, they may not
be able to reach emergency buttons
in front.
,,

29

SWAMI
contamination

Spill from drum

="t'

,,,

Senous
injury/death dunng
SWAMI Operation or
Maintenance

5 53E-03
Serious

Serious

=nlury/death dunng
SWAMI Matntenance

mlUry/death dunng
SWAMI Operations

Page 2

SWAMI II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

Page

11

_SWAMI.CAF]

6-01-9--__

Page1

,,
i

,,,
Senous
mlury/death during

J
,,,,
SWAMI ,._.i.
Mamlenance

A

5 53E-03
Page 1

._i
lit

-_1

I
i
I

I

Serious
injury'dealh
during
etectncal
mamlenance

r

i
I
'
1

!
i
[

serious
injury/death during
battery recharging

5 06E 04

I OOE 06

Page 3

Page 8

i ......

i
[

[
I
I

SefioLIs from
.-_lU_ryldeath

]

hre dlmng
malnlenance

i,

,_

Serious
injuryldealh

horn

hllmg ballery
.....

2 00E-05

Page 7
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5 00E03

Page

10

SWAMI.CAF

6-01-94
.....

Page 2

mlury/death during
electrical
Serious
maintenance

A

Page 2

_

-N-

I
SWAMI not grounded

I01E-03
Page 4

SWAMI II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

506E-04

"'1

....

Maint worker
exposed to high
voltage

_
Page 5

501E-01

SWAMI.CAF[

6-01-94

I

Page 3

A

I

SWAMI not grounded

Page 3

_

"!1

I
SWAMI not grounded human error

WASH-1400
100E-03

SWAMI Ii FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

101E-03

I
Ground connection
lails

_

1.00E-05

SWAMI.CAF1

6-01-94

Page 4

j

exposed to high
voltage
A

I

Page 3

I
Exposure to charged

'

capac=tor

Page 6

Maint worker

_

501E-01

"!1"

t

i

Exposure to other

i

circuitry during
maintenance
high voltage

i

capacitor

A

I

Exposure

Page 5

_

to charged

5.00E-04

!

I

Capacitor stodng
high voltage

_.

5 00E-01

Capacitor not
discharged - human
error

(_

WASH- 14O0
1.00E-03

injury/death from
|ire during
maintenance
A

I

Serious

Page 2

%

200E-05

"11"

i
Overheated CPU or
other electrical
part

1.00E-05

SWAMI II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

1
Short circuit in
electrical system

_

1.00E-05

I SWAMI.CAF [

6-01-94

[

Page 7

i

injury/death during
battery recharging
A

I

Page 2

I
Fire from hydrogen
production during
recharging

Page 9

Serious

_

II

1.00E-06

i
Person in
recharging area

•

production
I
A

Page 8

I
Combustible
hydrogen atmosphere
produced during
recharging

during

Fire from hydrogen
recharging

_

il

1.00E-05

I
Ignition

source

present

j

injury/death from
lilting battery
_'_l

Page 2

Senous

_

handled and serious
injury occurs
Battery

5.00E-03

_

manually

5.00E-01

Battery needs to be
removed lor
maLntenance

_

100E-02

SWAMI Ii FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

____J
SWAMI.CAF[

6-01-94 [ Page 10

•

0

injury/death dunng
SWAMI Operalions

_1

Senous

Page 1

_

i

']

201E-06

"

t

SWAMI

contact

SWAMI

inlures

worker

drum

1.39E-15
Page

knocks

_

1.00E-08

12

!
Unwanted

over

onto worker

I

movement

of other equipment
contacts worker

_
Page 31

200E-06

IR laser energy
injures

_

worker

100E-IO

Q

A
Page

I

injures

worker

SWAMI

contact

11

_

-Il-

l

SWAMI contacts
wolker

"

_
Page

385E-11
13

SWAMI II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

1.39E-t5

i
Bumper system fails
to stop SWAMI upon
contact

_
Page 27

362E-05

[SWAMI.CAF]

6-01-94

[ Page 12

worker

A

I

Page

12

SWAMI

contacts

_

385E-11

i

I

Person in operating

_

SWAMi

collision

failure
art:a

Page

SWAMI

II FAULT

TREE

I

14

ANALYSIS

avoidance

Page

system

16

SWAMI.CAF

I

6-01-94

E Page

13

an;a

A

I

Page

i

Person

13

in operating

_

WarningpostedS_gns
not

120E-02

I

i

Worker in area

100E-03

_

100E-02

Warning signs not
heeded

_
Page 15

_vv,_,
,,_Au,T-m_
,YS,_

I 01E03

[sw_,__ ,-o,-9,,
[ Pa_e
1,,

Wanning s_gns not
heeded

Page

14

_

!
Person

.

11

enters

1.0IE-03

!
Failure

dur,ng emergency
operations

warning

100E-05

"
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.....

to obey
signs

1.00E-03
WASH- 1400

'

SWAMI.CAF !

6-01-.94 ,.,I,Pag.e 15

iLI

i

avoidance system
failure
J

SWAMI

Page
,3

coflision

E.,3

I

,

_yslem I_ltl_, to
slop GWAMI
Emergency

stop

!

1

lads to sense
ubleCl and avo=d
colhsion
Inlrared system

1 00EO1

I 04E03

Page 17

Page 22

I

I

fails to sense
ObleCt and avoid
colhsion
Ultrasonic
system

Page

19

SWAMI Ii FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

laiis
!

to sense

ol_tect and avoid
collision
Tactile
system

Page 26

[SWAMI.--.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.__
6-01-9-'_'--_ Page 16

o

system laiis to

A

Pagei

I

slop SWAMI

16

" _

1, 00E 0l'

Person unable to
activate emergency

'

s witch

!

Stop command not
executed last enough

!
i

o

,J

Page

I
Switch tailure

_I

I

SWAMI

18

I
slides

Iloor/ramp

!
MIL-HDBK-2t

on wet

I
i

I
7:

_
_._

2 60E-09
MI/-HDBK-217F

.......
....
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SWAMI.CAF

6-01-94

Page 17

executed

At

last enough

Stop command not

Page

17

132E-10

Page 27

I

i

Mechanical speed
governor failure

I 00E-05

SWAMI II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

Computer/software
speed governor
failure

_
Page 28

132E 05

I SWAMI.CAF[

6-01-94

[ Page 18
IIIIIIII

¢

fails to sense
object and avoid
collision
A
I
Page 16

Ultrasonic system

i

3.00E-02

i

i

Ultrasonic sensor

I

Drive system stop

sense object
correctly
system
fails to

I

fails

Page 20

I

I

I

electrical/computer
failure

causes faulty signal

EMI causes

Static electricity

CPU fails

1 32E-05
Page 21

svv_.,
,,_u.__,_ _._.¥s,s

]svv_,,.c_
[ ,-o,-,4
[ _a0e
,,

•

i

system fails to
sense object
correctly
_!

Ultrasonic sensor

Page 19

r_. 18_

__1 _.°°E-°2
i

i

Lens obscured

Ultrasonic receiver
fails

1.00E-05

r

i

to cold temperature

I

Distance

MIL-HDBK-217F
300E-06

_

specular

error due

divergence

Ultrasonic

i
Time

beam

I

between pulses
too long

Random electncai
or ultrasonic noise
causes false signal

I

1

Ultrason|c
emitter
fails

Ultrasonic
signal
absorbed
by object
material

.oo,o

MIL-HDBK-217F

•

j

G14A

Outputs:

Page 28, Page 29, Page 26, Page

1

CPU

See Output
List

19, Page 22

tails

_

1.32E-05

i
Overheated CPU or
other electrical

Corrosion causes
electrical/computer

part

failure

I

I
electrical

Winng

failure

Condensation

1 OOE-07
MIL-HDBK-2

failure

causes
100E-06

I
Connection

lailure

Vibration
electrical

2 60E-09

E_

causes
failure

1 00E-06

Contamination
of
CPU hardware or
software

_
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1.00E-07

[SWA_

Page 21

•

j

fails to sense
object and avoid
collision
,_1

Infrared

Page

16

_

I
"

system

104E.03

,

i

EMI causes

Reflected

electrical/computer
tadure

causes

1.00E-06

object

false

_

i

signal

1.00E03

'I
fails

CPU

fails

l

Drive

Page 21

Infrared

sensor

system fails to
sense object

2 64E-05
Page 23

system

stop

•

a,

system fails to
Infrared sensor
sense object

Page 22

_

"11

I
IR emitter failure

1.32E-05
Page 24
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2 64E-05

i
IR receiver failure

_
1.32E-05
Page 25

[SWAMI.C-i-__

6-01-94

Page 23

6

,_1

IR emitter failure

Page 23

_

"llr

!

1.32E-05

'l

IR emitter d=ode
tails

Lens obscured

MIL-HDBK-217
3 20E-06

_

fails

I

IR emitter board

MIL-HDBK-217F
1 30E-09

1 00E-05

1

IR rece=ver la=lum

Page 23

_

1 32E-05

"Ill"

I

IR receivertalls
board

'!

I

I

Lens obscured

MIL-HDBK-21

IR receiver diode
fads

MIL-HDBK-217F
3 20E-06

.

fails to sense
obiect

and avoid

Tactile system
collision

E

Page

16

l

I

103E-03

I"

Tape switch

detectors

_

i
i

damaged

I

SWAMI

slides on wet

floodramp

i
CPU

I
fails

Static electricity
causes faulty signal

1 00E O6
1 32E 05

{

3)

Page 21

I
EMI causes
elcclric_d/compuler
tallure

Drive

system
ta_ls

stop

V,OOF-O,
V oo -o,

to stop SWAMI

I

upon

Bumper system li2ils
contact

Page 12

_

362E-05

!

/

Stop command not
executed last enough

SWAMI slides on wet
floor/ramp

t 32E-10
Page

_

I 00EO5

18

I

i

too high (>8 Ib)

too small

Tactile

threshold

Bumper

travel range

ANSI B56.5

sensor/electrical
system
I

tails

Bum )er

t 52E-05
Page

SWAMI

II FAULT

TREE

ANALYSIS

29

SWAM_

Page 27

•

speed govemor
I
A

Page 18

Computer/software
failure

_

/

1 32E-05

CPU lails

_
132E-05
Page 21

SWAMI

II FAULT TREE ANALYSIS

[SWAMI.CAF[

6-01-94

[ Page 28

,

b

s

....

Bumper
s e n sor/electncal

A
Page 27

system fads

1 52E-05

I

....

'......

i'

Tactile

sensor

i

!

i

couple

failure

,

i

,

'L

1
,,

Page

30

....l

EMI causes

i

electrical/computer
'i

'

lads

Page 21

I
'

t
CPU

fa,lure

i

I!
=

[

:1

,i
100E-06
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Static electricity
causes

faulty signal

i

]
100E-06

I SWAMI.CAF

,6-01-94 i ,,Page 29

_

•

j

couple fadure

A[

Tacble sensor

Page 29

_

71"

I
Photoelectric

emitter

I 00E-08

diode

fasls

MIL-HDBK-217F

[

!

i
Photoelectnc

detector

diode

lails

MIL-HDBK-217F

j

D

of other equipment
contacts worker

_J

Unwanted

Page

11

movement

_

200E-06

|

I
equipment
Person

movement
in area of

moves other
equipment
!

SWAMI

RF energy

Page 32

I

I

moves other
equipment
_l

SWAMI RF energy

Page 31

_

200E-05

move_ crane
SWAMI RF signal
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moves overhead door
I

SWAMI RF signal

SWA_

Page 32
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